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FOREWORD
To further the dissemination of new knowledge is one of the
objectives of the Alabama Section of the American Institute of Aero-
nautics and Astronautics; the Space Industrialization Symposium
attained this objective in the finest sense. This forum offered the
opportunity to view some0 approaches of specific actions that mankind
may pursue to utilize his ability to industrialize space. The advent
of the Space Shuttle Transportation system opens the way to "easy"
access to space, and the industrial use of this ability-is the logical
sequence.
The achieved magnitude of this symposium could not have been
attained without the support of the Marshall Space Flight Center. The
Alabama Section of AIAA is grateful for the cosponsorship of this Cen-
ter. To all o.f those who participated in this planning, conduct, and
presentations of this symposium, a sincere .appreciation is offered.
The outstanding quality and success of this, event \vere the direct
results of the willingness and personal efforts of these participants.
The proceedings included herein reflect the thoughts and ideas .
of many of those interested in man's advancements in space. We all
look forward to these ideas becoming a reality.
Alfred G. Or ill ion.
Chairman, Alabama Section,
AIAA - 1975-1976
SPACE INDUSTRIALIZATION
Preface
. B y
General Chairman, James A. Downey (MSFC)
Space Industrialization basically involves the effective utiliza-
tion of the extraterrestrial environments to produce j>roducts or to
provide services of value on Earth. Inherent in such a program
scope are the following objectives:
1. The development of the capability for the commercial proc.-
essing in space of unique and valuable materials and pharrnaceuti-
cals. , • • " " • .
2. The support of future public service projects in space that
will provide significant social and economic returns. For example,
large public platforms in space offer opportunities for a variety.
of low cost communications, including TV, 'and electronic mail ser-
vices. .
3. The introduction and development of new techniques and con-
cepts to sat isfy national needs, such as the conversion of solar energy
to electrical energy in space and its transmission to Earth for public
use.
4. The development of significant advancements in the extended
space capabilities required to-accommodate future new space initia-
tives, including the development of a space operations and construc-
tion base rieeded to fabricate and erect the large structures needed
for accomplishing future public services missions.
5. The development of permanent occupancy of space, by man, an
essential ingredient in truly exploiting the potential use of space for
industrial purposes. '
The above objectives are based on current planning. Future .
studies and symposia will be needed to aid in collectively identifying
and-understanding the full potential and opportunities offered by Space
Industrialization and in developing an imaginative, long range p l a n '
that will make such an undertaking a. bene.ficJal reality to all of us
here on Earth. This Symposium will serve as a springboard for provid-
ing a clearer insight into current and projected technologies as they
affect our long range planning and a better agreement and understa-nd-
ing of what our needs-, goals, priorities, and expectations should be
relative to a projected Space Industrialization program for the f u t u r e .
ii
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Welcome
AIAA/MSFC Symposium
On Space Industrialization
It is my pleasure this morning, on behalf of the MSFC and the
Alabama Section of the AIAA, to welcome you to the Marshall Center
and to this jointly-sponsored Symposium on 'Space Industrialization. •
To those of you from out-of-town, I also bid you welcome to Huntsvi l le
and our North Alabama community.
Because of the present status of the space program, I think
this is a most opportune time for this symposium. Perhaps there are
those who would say that the th r i l l and adventure of the space program
are passed -- that the program is only the remains of a previous era
of space exploration. Obviously, such thoughts are far therest from
our minds. As great as have been the thrills and heartaches, and the
great achievements of the past, in most of which I have been privileged
to participate along with many of you, I look forward eagerly to the
prospect of greater thrills from the practical pay-off to all the pioneering
that has gone before. • ' .
I'i Apollo and previous programs, we developed the capacity to get
into arid out. of space safely and to explore. In Skylab we developed the
5
v •
capability to spend substantial time in space, to utilize man as the space
laboratory director and plant manager, to revisit a semi-permanent space
station, to react with great flexibility in correcting adverse situations,
to take advantage of unanticipated opportunities, and to do things not
possible on Earth. In the more recent Apollo-Soyuz mission, there was
a continuation of useful experimentation and the results tantalize us to
move ahe'ad. Now with the approaching availability of the Shuttle offering
much more frequent and lower cost access to the unique arena of space,
it behooves us to get down to serious planning for the f- i ture - - t o reaccess
what has been done - - t o evaluate the prospects in the l ight of good, sound
science and technology, and to begin doing those things required to prec-
pare us to utilize the unique aspects of space for the benefit of man on
Earth. It is important now, more than ever, that our planning be sound--
that we be guided by intellect rather than emotions -- that we select and
emphasize those things that can be uniquely beneficiated by the space
environment and those things that have the promise of becoming . . '
economically attractive. Although there is time to'plan, I believe
there is no time to waste.
In the light of what I've said and my more extensive thoughts on
"the prospects, I am greatly pleased to know that there are gathered
PAGE IS
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here today some of the best brains in the country -- lhat are motivated
by a dream of great achievement for the benefit of mankind. I wish you
well in your deliberations. My hope is that this will truly be a forum
for the exchange of ideas, that you will be frank and open in your
discussions, both formal and informal, and that all of us will consider
the time to have'been well spent. I expect great things from this >.
symposium. My regret is that a trip to Washington shortly-will prevent
my participation in all the symposium, and the banquet tonight.
We are honored, this morning, to have with us as keynote speaker
.a man who is already an established space pioneer and who now is also
a forward-looking analyst of our space future.
Mr. John H. Disher f i rs t joined NACA, predecessor of NASA, in
1943 as an aeronautical research scientist in the Flight Research Division
of the Lewis Flight Propulsion Laboratory, Cleveland, Ohio.
He has served in NASA Headquarters as Assistant Director for
Apollo Spacecraft Development, Director of Apollo Test Programs,
and as Deputy Director of the Skylab Program.
For the past two years, Mr. Disher has been Director, Advanced
Programs, in NASA's Office of Space Flight. In this capacity, he .
analyzes and evaluates concepts for fu ture manned space activities.
I
defining their benefits, and determining costs and technical feasibility
as they relate to changing national needs and priorities. He provides
NASA with guidance in fo rmula t ing the order ly transition from present
to fu tu r e manned space f l igh t systems and programs.
In looking at the purposes of this symposium and the background
and present ass ignment of Mr. Dishcr, it is readily evident that he is
a most fitting person to keynote this meeting.
I present Mr. John H. Disher. . -
W 8.11 It it
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KEYNOTE ADDRESS
SPACE INDUSTRIALIZATION
V
By: John H. Disher, Director
Advanced Programs
Office of Space Flight
NASA Headquarters
Washington, D. C.
What do we mean by Space Industrialization? I believe a simple
straight-forward definition will suffice. Space Industrialization is the
use of space to produce a salable /profitable product or service which
companies, as a business expense, or citizens, through their taxes, are
willing to pay for. Other basic uses of space of course include Scientific
Research and Exploration, typified by the Voyager and Apollo programs
and National Security. But we're here today to talk about SpaceTndus-
triajization and I believe the prospects are bright enough to say that they
may form the nucleus for a 3rd industrial revolution - some of which were
already seen.
Where do we stand today in the Industrialization of Space? Certainly
i
communications satellites are the outstanding examples to date. Neces-
sary R£:D on COMSATs was carried out in the early 1960's, and by the
mid-60's commercial firms had made substantial commitments to their
development. Today the commercial investment in COMSATs totals well
' over a billion dollars, and substantial returns on investment are being
• realized. Sporting events and important news happenings are routinely
relayed from continent to continent on a commercial paying basis. Inter-
9.
estingly, this revolution in communications has come on so smoothly and
effectively that the general public has taken it for granted as a routine
activity that just somehow evolved in the normal course of events. Actually,
of course; it happened because the necessary R&D expenditures and-investi-
gations were curried out in the early 1960's to show the way, validate the
feasibility and thereby encourage the commercial investments necessary
to mv.ke it all happen.
Oh what I believe to be a fairly conservative basis, annual world-
i _ .
wide business rates of several billion dollars a year are projected for
this business by the mid-1980's. Further, I believe the projections to
date for the most part include only growth of the type of .uses experienced
to date -- conventional telephone and TV relay,etc., and don't adequately
reflect the potential for new uses such as electronic mail, video tele-
conferencing, facsimile relay, personal.point to point communications;
etc. Communications by itself constitutes a multi-billion dollar Space
Industry. To meet future needs we'll likely need quite large, sophisti-
cated systems in space -- systems large enough and expensive enough
to require or benefit strongly from man's direct participation in space
in their assembly, checkout, periodic maintenance and repair and up-
dating --• extension of the conventional ground role for construction
workers, electronic technicians and trouble shooting engineering into
space. Happily, the shuttle with its r.ovitihe access to space capability
will pave the way and in due time make such operations routinely
feasible. .' . •
10
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Weather satellites arc a good example of the service aspect of
Space Industrialization. Their use has become indispensible iii*'world-
wide weather monitoring and long range forecasting. Their value to
those elements of world-wide economy dependent on weather is incalcu-
o
lable. If it could be reduced to monetary terms, it would I'm sure, be
staggering. In any event, use of space for meteorological purposes
now constitutes an over 50 million dollar a year service for which
using agencies, on behalf of tax paying businesses and citizens are
willing to pay. The loss of that service to farmers, shippers and all
the myriads to whom weather is a $ or £ matter would be intolerable.
As to the future uses of space for meteorological purposes, ad-
vanced operational systems, with their sophisticated surface and atmos-
pheric sensors are bound to greatly enhance their usefulness and ser-
vice oriented market value. Over the longer term there exists the
potential for weather modification through use of large solar reflectors
in space or by other means.
Other examples of the service oriented use of space include navi-
gation, mapping and Earth resource survey. The use of satellite pro-
vided data has quietly revolutionized each of these areas and continued
expansion of their operational use.; is inevitable. Just to give one small
example, ,.the observation of sea and lake ice fields and i£ebergs has
extended shipping seasons and reduced shipping hazards to an extent
i - . '
where financial savings each year to shippers far exceed the total Rk-D
expenditure to date for such services. - . ..
--" /y •. ..
l™r°^
Now, as to the future in other almost completely untapped areas:
.First, let's consider in the general sense, what are the unique attri-
butes of space, that make it amenable to industrial use.
First, there is the overview of Earth from the vantage point of
..space. \Ve can have this overview continuously of a selected area as
large as a hemisphere, from GEO, or -we can .have a repetitive overflight
of the entire surface of the Earth from low altitude. Each of these
orbits and variations in between have valuable uses. Generally, it is
the hemisphere overview for GEO that has given us the COMSATs and
the repetitive overflights at lew altitude that provide us the weather,
.navigation, mapping and Earth resource data. In many cases, data
for low and GEO orbit can be used to complement each other and pro-
vide a greatly enhanced capability. Overview is the dominant attribute
we've used in our Space Industrialization to date.
Another vital characteristic of space is the "zero gravity" effect.
The absence of gravitational effects makes possible processes that are
unfeasible on the su-face of the Earth -- or on the surface of the moon,
for that matter. Although gravity has many beneficial effects on Earth,
such as keeping things in place, it prevents or makes very difficult
many industrially valuable processes. In the absence of.g'ravitational
forces, it is possible to make some produces in space that are com-
pletely unfeasible to make on Earth -- such as alloys of materials that
are immiscrible in the presence of gravity -- or products that cannot
\ . '
be separated out of a mixture in the presence of gravity, such as some
ORIGINAL
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vaccines and Pharmaceuticals. It is also possible to make some things
'in space very much better than they can be made on Earth -- giving
greatly increased performance and greatly decreased cost of production.
Examples here include crystals for solid state electronic devices and
i ' • • .
certain medications. In addition, the absence of large gravitational
forces makes feasible the fabrication and assembly of very largs,
extremely lightweight s t ructures which on Earth would collapse of their
own weight. This characteristic fits extremely well with the need for
very large antennas in space (hundreds of feet in extent) for future space -
communications systems and for very large assemblies of reflectors or
collectors of solar energy for use in space or en Earth -•- which we'll
address further a little later on. The absence of gravity also provides
unprecedented mobility for work crews and construction equipment in
space. In addition, the absence of gravity with the associated absence
of natxiral convective forces, enables research into physical and biologi-
cal processes they may have extremely important impact on future in-
dustrial uses of space. For example, space hospitals are certainly not
out of the question over the longer term. •
Another important attribute of space is the essentially perfect vacuum
it offers. This can be important to certain industrial processes and indeed
makes feasible increased efficiency of certain large electronic devices
which are impeded on Earth by the necessity of surrounding them with an. .
evacuated shell. Associated with the perfect -vacxium is the acoustic isola-
tion possible in space. .The acoustic isolation, combined with seismic iso-
. 13
lation afforded-by a freely flying body can also be of critical importance to
certain research investigations and potentially to industrial processes.
Another attribute of space is the unlimited reservoir it provides for
V ' . '
disposal of waste heat or storage or disposal of waste products. Over the
long term? the ability to locate selected heat and waste-producing indus-
tries in space rather than polluting the Earth and its atmosphere may be-
come critically important. For instance, if all countries on Earth were
to attain the level of Earth-bound industrialization of today's developed
nations, thermal.pollution could become a problem of major consequence.
With industrial processing in space waste heat can be radiated harmlessly
to deep space, while waste products can either be stored indefinitely in
long term stable orbits or placed in Earth escape trajectories. Waste
products generated on Earth can of course similarly be stored or dis-
posed of to this space reservoir.
Perhaps the most important characteristic of all of space is the essen-
/
tially uninterrupted solar energy available there. This energy can be col-r
lected and used in space as we've done in a limited way in surveying many
of our satellites to date. Future in-space use of solar power will grow
expansively with the growing communications power requirements and the
large power usage of materials processing facilities. Hovvever, the really
large potential for space generated solar power is its relay to Earth by
microwave for use on Earth. This subject will of course be discussed in
papers to be presented later in this conference. Suffice it here to say that
electric power between now arid the end of the century i's a trillion dollar
14
business. Even a small percentage of that market would dwarf total expen-
ditures on space RkD since 1958. The potential there requires that as a
nation we make the relatively modest R&D expenditures over the next
several years that will be necessary to verify technical and economic
o " • • , - • • '
feasibility of and subsequent commercial development of this potential
for Space Industrialization.
A final major attribute of sp?.ce is the capability it offers for mechanics
' " " > ' "
and the absence of atmosphere or other retarding forces, the operating life-
time of a space system need be limited only by our ingenuity in making its
.systems reliable for operation over long periods. Once the investment has
been made to place our spacecraft in orbit, energy costs thereafter are nil.
As an example, the Lageos spacecraft recently .orbited has an expected lifer
tirpe of 8, 000; 000 years -- although operations plans provide only for mon-
itoring during the next 50.
So, with that catalog of space attributes, let's review how we've used
them to date and how can we anticipate their further use. in the future. To
date, we've primarily confined our industrial use to the overview and "per-
petual motion" attributes of space. The overview is of course essential to
the communications, weather, navigation mapping and Earth resource
uses while orbital mechanics and solar energy have allower these satel-
lites to operate for long periods without further expenditure of energy
after.the initial launch. As we proceed into the future, largei more
sophisticated systems will evolve to utilize'the 'oVeWre'Wfunction and will
15
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also utilize zero gravity to allow use of large lightweight structures.
These uses can be expected in both LEO and GEO to exploit the full over-
view capabilities of future more sophisticated systems.
To date, use of weightlessness for materials processing has been
only of a.research nature, with limited experiments on Apollo, Skylab
and ASTP. With the onset of the shuttle and Spacelab we can expect
operational verification and limited pilot plant operations. Full-scale
pilot plant commercial operations can be expected by the mid-1980's.
Industrial opportunities appear almost unlimited and will be discussed in
subsequent papers at this symposium. Certainly, commercial operations
at levels of hundreds of millions of dollars per year can be anticipated over
the next two decades. From what we know today, first commercial opera-
tions can be expected in selected electronics products and pharmaceuticals.
However, realistically, the potential is probably greater in areas we have
not even anticipated today.
The unlimited supply of energy from the sun will be an essential ingre-
dient of large scale industrial operations iri space. Potentially of greater
importance for the near term is collection and relay of solar energy for
use on Earth. This development will likely require a large scale model
development/verification test in orbit before any commitment to full scale
development.. Such a test would be pact, of the substantial R&-D investment
necessary to bring this major facet of Space Industrialization into being. .
The unlimited reservoir of space could find f irst large-scale applica-
tion in safe long-torm-storage or disposition.of nuclear waste material pen-
16
erated oh the surface of 4he. Earth. Such use will depend on a continuing con-
sideration of all the alternatives and tradeoffs involved. Over the long term,
this attri>>"te plus the unlimited supply of pollution free solar energy could
« • ' - .
be the most important to large-scale industrial use of space.
A further opportunity for industrialization of space relates to tourism.
Surely the tirne is- not far distant when tourists will have the opportunity to
experience the wonders of space through 6-day all expense excursions to
orbit. Today, people willingly pay $2, 000 to fly supersonically round trip
from France to South American.and pay $10,000 all expense cruise around
the world. Within the next two decades it should be possible to take a com-
mercial excursion to space for comparable .rates and a whole new dimension
to tourism will be born - no longer bied to the two dimension of the Earth's
surface.
Taken collectively, the prospects for industrialization are almost stag-
gering in the breadth and depth. I believe that most of the things we've
talked about in a summary sense here today are inevitable - these things
will happen. The questions are only when and whom will take the lead. I
believe it is essential that we in the United Stages take the lead and insure
that our country continues as the industrial leader of the world.
17
INTRODUCTORY REMARKS
THe objective of this Symposium on "Space Industrialisation" was to
focus attention on such an endeavor which promises' to become a reality
beginning 'vith the era of the Space Shuttle. Presented papers and visual
aids have amply demonstrated the advanced state in which many of the
.potential measures are at this time. It was clearly shown that "Space
Industrialization" .jan become a reality in the not-too-distant future.
Participation by the scientific and engineering community was excel-
lent, as expected. A particularly pleasant surprise was rather strong
participation from a sizeable number of persons without an aerospace
background or occupation. National and international interest in space
activities appears to be on the upgrade again.
Since one of the purposes of the Symposium was to disseminate to
tpe scientific and technical community the latest information on the
planning of expanded space operation, all presenters were asked to
supply a brief summary of tiieir presentation as well as a set of prints
of their visual aids. Session chairmen p'rovided, in a similar fashion,
overviews or summaries. . .
All this material has been compiled and is being published in the
form of these proceedings, which also contain the Welcome to the
Symposium by the Director of the Marshall Space Flight Center, Dr;
YV. R. Lucas, and the Keynote Address by Mr. John Dislier of NASA
18
Headquarters. In the interest of rapidly disseminating this data, no
editing of material submitted by the speakers has been undertaken.
' . ' "
Accordingly, it is suggested that any questions concerning the published
material be directed to the speakers.
All those chairing and supporting the Symposium wish to express
utmost gratification for the outstanding assistance that was provided by
all those who were called upon to contribute to the preparations of the
Symposium, its actual conduct, and this publication of the proceedings.
A limited number of copies are available over and beyond those dis-
j . . • ' • •
tributed to the participants on a first-come, first-served basis from:
Hugh Dudley, PS03
Marshall Space Flight Center, AL 35812
Konrad K. Dannenberg James A. Downey, III
AIAA Co-Chairman General Chairman
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SPACE HABITATS
Introductory Remarks
'. W. Huber - Chairman
D. C. Cramblit - Co-Chairman
As Dr. Lucas and Mr. cDisher have indicated, .he opportunities
for industrializing space appear substantial at this point in time. As
we define it, space industrialization is "the utilization of the extra-
terrestrial environments to produce products or to provide services of.
value on Earth or for Earth." The products or services are relatable
to a \vide variety of national needs and mission opportunities, including
such applications areas as conservation of energy and the development
of new energy sources, improved Earth resources management, im^
proved weather forecasting techniques, increased food production,
advanced ocean navigation and national service /security systems,
improved and lower cost materials, medicines, and vaccines, and
advanced communications systems'. To support our planning efforts in
these areas, we will be releasing an R.FP to industry on May Z7 to
address mission opportunities, needs, and concepts for a. long range
industrialization program.
Inherent in an overall Space Industrialization program must be
(1) a mission or reasons for going, (2) a way to get there, (3) provisions
for the on-orbit facilities and capabilities needed to support the mission,
and (4) a plan to cost effectively define and accomplish the program.
Transportation will be discussed as a separate topic this afternoon;
tomorrow will be devoted to discussions 'of two specific reasons for going;
energy and space processing. Our session this morning will address all
aspects of the program with emphasis on the space habitats, facilities,
and operations associated with man's ability to live and effectively work
in space for long periods of time. Our first paper by Mr, Butler will
review the conceptual design evolution of space stations or habitats that
has occurred with time; Mr. Kline will address some of the unique environ-
mental problems associated with long duration manned space habitats.
Mr. Brodie will address large structures assembly, an essential operational
support capability required of future space habitats, followed by Dr. Bekey
who will describe a few of the more promising mission opportunities, and
the resultant technological implications on fu ture space systems and trans-
portation needs. Finally, Mr. .Hamilton will discuss an approach for
methodically planning and organizing a long range space, industrialization
program. .. •
\ . ' • ' .
We hope you will find these topics stimulating to your future assess- :
ments of space industrialization mission opportunities. Any suggestions
or comments you may have for guiding pur future planning efforts in this
area will be welcomed. Lets now proceed with our first.paper.
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SPACE INDUSTRIALIZATION SYMPOSIUM
May 26 -'27
Huntsville, Alabama
"Evolution o!'Space Station Systems"
George V. B u t l e r .
Program Vanuger. Space Station Systems
McDonnell Douglas-Astronautics Company
Abstract : .......
Ouv.nation's rich legacy in manned sp;i\.v- vehicle ac t iv i t i e s provides the technological hase
lor programming mankind ' s next major space ven tu re , the i n d t i s t r i a l i / a t i o n ol"space. I lie
Space S ta t ion w i l l he the p r inc ipa l support f a c i l i t y for i n d u s t r i a l i / a t i o n ac t iv i t i e s ; Space
Sta t ion concepts have hecn -.tiulieil since 1U51'. in support ol a v a r i e t y of mission objectives.
In a ' ik l i t ion. design and development programs u n d e r t a k e n have resul ted in a I'irst genera t ion
space s t a t ion . Skylah. and the genesis of a second genera t ion in the Spacelah program. •
This paper reviews br ie f ly the e v o l u t i o n of space s t a t i o n concepts as ref lected in previous
s tudies and hardware programs and discusses how early space s t a t i o n s w i l l support the
development of operat ional hases necessary in the e v e n t u a l i i u l u s l r i a l i / a t i o n ot'sp;ice.
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AIAA/MSFC SYMPOSIUM ON SPACE INDUSTRIALIZATION
May 26 k 27, 1976
Space Station Kabitability Issues
By
Richard L. Kline, Grumrnan Aerospace Corporation
Space Station will capitalize upon the on-orbit opportunities for
! •
Space Industrialization. The advantages of limitless vacuum, near zero
gravity environment and commanding location for earth observation and
communications offer a wide potential for new manned initiatives.
To make this practicable \ve must consider the radiation environ-
ment in both low earth orbit and geosynchronous orbit to prepare and
plan for manned participation in an efficient and routine fashion.
While Skylab has provided considerable experience regarding habit-
ability of low-earth orbits, no comparable experience exists on prolonged
residency in geosynchronous orbit such as is planned for the Space Station.
i
This paper outlines the habitational and operational requirements and
., • i i -
restrictions imposed by the geosynchronous radiation environment. The
primary components of this environment comprise trapped radiation,
galactic cosmic rays, and solar radiation. The average daily doses from
these components behind 4 Ib/ft of aluminum shielding are compared in
38
Figure 1 with' corresponding values encountered in low earth orbit
(at 200 nm). The much higher dose rates in geosynchronous orbit are
V ' • -
due to the higher intensity electron and associated bremsstrahlung
environment Snd the effective absence of geomagnetic shielding against
solar flare particles and cosmic rays. On the other hand the geosyn-
chronous altitudes are essentially free of trapped protons with energies
above 5. 0 MeV.
Assumptions about maximum permissible exposure levels for mani
can be guided by the operational planning limits used for the 56-day
Skylab mission: 250 rem skin dose and 25 rem to bloodforming organs.
However, in extrapolating these limits to mission dose limits for
geosynchronous orbit operations, Figure 2, allowance should be made ,.
for the qualitatively different composition of the synchronous radiation
environment.
The assessment of total mission close for geosynchronous orbit
operations must include the contribution from passage through the intense
radiation belts at intermediate altitudes as shown in Figure 2. For a
high-thrust, 5. 3-hr, Hohman transfer to synchronous altitude the total
transit dose (from trapped protons, deutrons, and bremsstrahlung) is
modest, provided that shielding equivalent to at least 1. 5 g/cm aluminum
is.provided. On the other hand a 170-day transfer using ion engine
39
thrustcrs, as envisioned for ferrying large structures assembled in low
earth orbit, is. clearly unacceptable icr carrying personnel.
As earlier implied, an important aspect of Space Station design
o
relates to provisions for solar flare protection. Unless adequate advance
warning techniques can be developed (with acceptable false alarm rates)
to permit deorbiting of personnel to geomagnetically shielded altitudes,
'->
the concept of a "storm shelter" must be used. The tissue dose, from
the proton component of an anomalously large sglar flare, approximating
the intensity of the August 19"2 flare, received behind a range of aluminum
shield thicknesses is calculated. Figure 4. The dose calculation includes
the contribution from secondary nucleons. The dose component due to
the alpha particle flux in the solar flare.is not included; its contribution
for shield thicknesses exceeding 30 g/cm is less than 20 percent of
-> .
the total proton rem dose. About 40 g/cm of aluminum.shielding is
required. Figure 4, to reduce the proton dose from such a large event to
25 rems. (At such shielding depths the ratio of skin dose to blood-forming
organ dose from solar flares declines to nearly unity. Figure 6. The
shielding requirement, therefore, is dominated by the dose limit for the
blood-forming organs.) This shield thickness is used to assess the total
shield mass for a solar flare shelter, as a function of the number of
occupants. Figure 7. Twenty seven .thousand pounds of shielding is required
for a crew of 10 at 50 ft /occupant. Some of this shielding mass can be
40
supplied by structure, fuel, and appropriately positioned components of
the life support system.
For extravehicular activities in geosynchronous orbit the radiation
.^
components of concern are the trapped electrons and associated
bremsstrahlung. The average daily rem dose from these radiations is shown
as a function of aluminum shield thickness, Figure 8. Since for shield
thicknesses greater than typically 250 mils the dose is primarily from
bremsstrnhlung, a dramatic dose reduction can be achieved by filtering the
i
bremsstrahlung through a small thickness of tantalum or other high atomic
/
number material. Also, as shown in Figure.7 the trapped electron intensity
varies cyclically with local time; during 10 out of 24 hours the dose is less.
t
than 70 percent of the daily average value. By comparison, restrictions on
EVA's in low earth orbits derive mainly from the energetic trapped proton
environment in the South Atlantic Anomaly, Figure 10. With a 30-degree
inclination orbit the anomaly is traversed in only 30 percent pf the orbits,
so that there are daily periods of about 16 hours during which EVA's can be
routine.
I would particularly like to acknowledge and thank Michael Stauher for his-
contribution to the preparation of this paper.
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ORBITAL ASSEMBLY
Shepard B. Brodie
Martin Marietta Corporation
Denver Division
Denver, Colorado 80201
This abstract describes work* done at Martin Marietta Corporation on
the methods and techniques for orbital assembly of large structures. An
example used in the study was a 1000-meter diameter microwave power trans-
mission system (MPTS) antenna. The MPTS is a part of a solar power station
satellite that-will be used to convert orbital solar energy into ground
electrical energy. The techniques developed for assembling the support
structure for this microwave antenna will be discussed here.
The MPTS is a flat antenna that is to be operated in geosynchronous
orbit. A baseline design was developed by Raytheon and Gr-aicman for NASA**.
We have modified the baseline design to make the structure more readily
transportable by the Shuttle sad .more feasible to assemble in space.
Our design is made up of 2,520 60-f't cubes. Figure 1 shows the support
structure. A standard 60-ft cube is shown in Figure 2. This cube is^ com-
posed of triangular horizontal beams and square vertical beams. This
structure is self-supporting and there is no limit to the number of.cubes
that can be added to it. in either direction. Adjustment points are built
into each joint to allow continuous alignment as the structure is built.
We have investigated several techniques for attaching the structural
mating joints. We have'concluded that a permanent bond is required. Our
present concept utilizes welding for joining the beam member pads. Small,
electrically activated charges are imbedded in each .attachment pad. After
final alignment, these are activated and metal is fused between the pads
at predetermined spots. Pyrotechnic devices are used to drive locking
pins into the sliding tubes which serve as tension members..
The antenna is assembled in two phases. Phase 1 is done in low earth-
orbit with the use of the Shuttle Remote Manipulator System (RMS). Phase
2 is done in geosynchronous orbit using a mobile assembler.
During Phase 1 a core assembly is constructed. Two Shuttle flights
are required to bring a telescoping central section, sufficient beams to
construct a core section and several attaching cubes, and two mobile '•
assemblers. Figure 3 shows the Shuttle RMS completing the assembly of the
core section. After this core section is completed, the irobile assemblers
begili building adjoining cubes. Figure 4 shows the core section and one
completed adjoining cube. Two mobile assemblers are shown in the.figure.
\ "
* Orbital Assembly and Maintenance Study, NAS9-1A319.
** Contract NAS3-17835.
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These assemblers work in conjunction with beam pallets which store collapsed
beams. Both the assembler and the beam pallets have similar mobile bases,
which are supported at each end by four legs. These legs have end-effectors
which grasp the intersection of the vertical and horizontal beams for maxi-
mum strength. To maneuver the base, the support legs on one end are retrac-
ted and the base is pivoted about the opposite end. A 90 degree pivot brings
the end of the base over the opposite corner of the structure. Its legs are
then re-attached to the structure. The assembler has a six-degree-of-freedom
manipulator with a 60-ft reach and 30-lb tip force. Electrical power is
furnished from solar cells located on the canipulator or base. The manipu-
lator extracts beams from .the bean pallet and places them on the'structure.
The beam pallets are on mobile bases which are used to follov the assembler
around during assembly. Figure 5 shows the mobile assembler and beam pallet.
Figures 6 and 7 show two steps in the assembly procedure.
Phase 2 takes place in geosynchronous orbit after the central core and .
several adjoining cubes are boosted to the high earth orbit. There the re-
mainder of the assembly takes place with the mobile assemblers being operated
reaotely from.the ground using TV.
A method has been developed for folding the triangle beams and the square
beams in such a way that one Shuttle cargo bay can hold 92 square beams, 192
triangular beams, and 288 (telescoped) tension tubes. Total weight of. a
Shuttle load with beam pallet is 37,870 Ibs.
55
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I A B S T R A C T
• '
 NEW
 SPACE INITIATIVES
« • v
• - ' B y ' . ' • ' • • ' •
Mr.. Ivan Bekey
The Aerospace Corporation
i . . • . ' "
' A number of concepts for space applications illustrating the range
of satellite sizes and masses called for in providing earth-oriented services
i we're identified and four examples were discussed. The characteristics
i! ' •? of the entire set of initiatives were then examined. Correlations between
i projected area (size), orbital.altitude, and mass were discussed. Very
:-. large and massive satellites were shown to be .needed, as well as large
.
:
 but low density satellites, with the range of densities varying from 0. 01 to
• 2 •60 Ib per ft of projected area. Increases in pointing accuracy and control
difficulty were alao addressed.
'.: Common features of the support needs of the initiatives were
identified, consisting of their need for improved transportation,' orbital
assembly, orbital servicing, and reconfiguration. Needs for several
candidate vehicles and facilities to provide the orbital support were,
quantified, with needs for orbital transfer vehicles, orbital assembly and
servicing stages, and orbital support facilities for fabrication, vare-
! housing, research, and test shown to be most needed by the entire set
!
 of initiatives. Manned habitats and life support systems would be an
integral part of many of the needed systems, with the role of man being
that of assembly, initialization, servicing, and modification of the
satellites 'vhich would provide the earth-oriented services.
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SPACE INDUSTRIALIZATION PLANNING METHODOLOGY
by
A. N. Christakis, C. W. Hamilton and A. C. Robinson
Battelle Columbus Laboratories
ABSTRACT
Industrialization of space consists of the production of economically valued
goods and services based on exploitation of extraterrestrial energy and materials
resources, an of the unique properties of the extraterrestrial environment itself.
Exemplory space produced goods and services include pharmaceutical, optics,
micro-electronics, alloys, solar energy, communications, and earth resources
and phenomological information. It is envisioned that in the fat-future course
of such industrialization, permanent habitations will be established on the
moon and in space. These habitats will be "industrial" centers supplying personnel;
logistic engineering and operations support; and materials mined on the moon and
asteroid belt.
Effective planning, of this space industrialization venture offers challenges to
the planner paralleling those of industrialization to the technologist. Of special
note are problems of (1) quantitatively r'.tioi alizing near and far-future objectives
and. programs for achieving them, (2) building a credible planning data base out of
largely normative inputs, (3) creating efficient participative planning mechanisms
spanning important industry, government and public interest interfaces, (4) matching
NASA-promulgation of staged evolution of facilities and logistic capability with
concommitant grovth and adjustment of industry infrastructure required for pro-
duction of goods and services, and (5) seeking affordable and equitable long term
financing arrangements for what may be the world's most capital intensive venture.
To systematically treat these and related aspects of the space industrialization,
a plan for planning is proposed which consists of two interlocking planning methods.
The first method is systems dynamics - a tool for quantitatively modeling the time-
varying behavior of complex systems. For space industrialization planning, a suit-
able systems dynamic model will consist of three strata: (1) a forecasting stratum
describing variables such as economic, resource.-, eiiviroimont, industry output in a
two-sector world model, (2) an industrialization requirements -stratum describing
industry infrastructure capabilities pertinent to space industrialization, and
(3) a NASA decision stratum describing the staged evolution of space facilities
and logistic systems. The second method consists of structural algorithms to
be used in generating and organizing .1 normative data base out of which the systems
dynamics will.be derived. These algorithms include Interpretive Structural _ Model in?,.
Delphi and Cross-Impact Simulation, and are well suited for interactive workshops
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
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use in integrating study results aiv) <:/.;>«;rt Judgement . Those -.'.-:• ;:-;r.i wiij be -..s«.'d
to Initially formulate a:id orcer objective hierarchies,. prtv.r."" i.-1 enicn: s ,
developmental requirei-c:iits, and i:ur.:-.ind int.c-r stratum TC l.»t ionslaps. This
norr.ativc information in. conjunct ion vith re la tod "quantitative study fiaclitigt:
will be used to define and calibrate- a dynamic model .of tht- space industrialization
process.. .
The planning knowledge captured by these methods .wil.l then ir.nke possible:
(1) assessment of the compatibility ot short and long range objectives and their
implied prograrur.atic sequences, (2) identification of "natural" plateaus in the
staged industrialisation process at which points gains can be consolidated, future
direction reassessed, etc., (3) design of easily executed simulation experiments
to test alternative developmental options, and (A) efficient guidance of detailed
product/service-specific-investig^tions and consequent mission planning.
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S P A C E T R A N S P O R T A T I O N
Session Chairman : Gorald W. Driggers, Southern Research Institute
'•-> • '
Co-Chairman : Peter Pavil Plank, Martin-Marietta Aerospace
Corporation
Presenters and Papers :
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Gordon Woodcock
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Overview
Advanced Space Transportation System
Requirements
Shuttle Booster/Propulsion Growth
Concepts
Advanced Earth Orbital Transportation
Henry, and C. Eldred Systems Technology
Rudi Haefeli
Rudi Beichel
R. Eugene Austin
J. P. Hethcoat and
J. White
Single-Stage-to-Orbit Vehicles Using
Technology Projections
Liquid Propulsion System Effects on
Design of Large Vehicles
Orbital Tr-.nsfer Vehicle Concepts
Aeromaneuvering Orbit Transfer
Vehicles for the Space Transportation
System
Wednesday afternoon, May 26, 1976
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ADVANCED SPACE TRANSPORTATION OVERVIEW
Lester K. Fero
Advanced Programs Office
NASA Headquarters
Future Space Transportation was described as a system
evolving from the present STS by exploiting orbital assembly and
refueling of upper stages carried in the Shuttle bay. Shuttle Growth
Studies •were described as an examination of "booster options for
further cost reduction through full reusability and possible replace-
ment of the Solid Rocket Boosters with Liquid Boosters. A Shuttle
derived Heavy Lift Launch Vehicle was also described based on
Shuttle Growth status in the mid - 1980's.
Commercial utilization of space was described as highly
dependent on reduced transportation costs along the lines mentioned
in the "Outlook for Space" report. The importance of technological
progress in propulsion, structural and ope rational systems were cited
* '
I as keys to reduced transportation cost in addition to full reusability.
« A scenario for needed transportation developments was described
\ for earth orbit missions. It included a family.of Orbit Transfer
t Vehicles, Heavy Lift Vehicles, and an Advanced Vehicle which could be.
I a single scage to orbit concept or "Space Express" launched from and
. y*
landed at multiple sites for easy, commercial access.
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FUTURE SPACE TRANSPORTATION REQUIREMENTS
This briefing provides a synopsis of transportation requirements for advanced
space mission in the 1985-2000 time frame. It is based on the Future Space
Transportation Systems Analysis. Study, Contract NAS9-14323, being conducted
for NASA-JSC by Boeing Aerospace Company. This study has identified and
assembled data on transportation requirements for missions ranging from low
Earth orbit space stations to satellite power systems. T:<a missions have
been grouped into four scenarios representing a range of p---ntial space
futures.
Aggregate requirements, as well as traffic models, for each of the scenarios
are shown in the briefing charts. A range of potential transportation options
have been considered, from use of the shuttle in its presently-planned or
uprated configurations to large new systems.. A.variety of orbit transfer
systems have been considered, with most effort on LOp/LH^vehicles; they are
found to be the most promising option in all but a few cases.
The launching and orbit transfer of satellite power systems has been analyzed
separately, as this requirement merits unique treatment. The most economical
system found by this stu-Jy has been a large fully reusable Earth launch vehicle
for freight transport to low Earth orbit and self-powered electric transfer
(the satellite modules themselves generate the electric power for the electric
propulsion) from LEO to GEQ. The use of LO?/LH? orbit transfer vehicles for
LEO-GEO transfer of payloads, with satellite construction at GEO, was found to
be a higher cost, but lower technical risk, economically acceptable option.
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SPACE INDUSTRIALIZATION SYMPOSIUM
SPACE TRANSPORTATION SESSION
MAY 26,1976
"SHUTTLE BOOSTER/PROPULSION GROWTH CONCEPTS"
L.T., SPEARS
V
 NASA/MSFC
SUMMARY ©- ' . . ' • . ' •
The Space Shuttle is currently under development, to be used in a
variety of space missions beginning in 1980. This paper discusses
utilization of the Shuttle to support increasing future activities in
Earth Orbit, with particular attention to potential for growch/
improvements beyond the current Shuttle configuration. This growth/
improvement can be in the form of further reductions in transportation
costs, .possibly in combination with increases in payload delivery
capability.
The Shuttle will be employed to deliver elements of the Space Stations
to orbit, along with other equipment or cargo that will be used in
//
conjunction with the Stations* A primary and continuing role for the
Shuttle will be passenger transportation It/from orbit, along w?th supporting
logistics.
Reusability of transportation system hardware is a major means of
reducing or minimizing transportation costs. The Shuttle Ofbiter currently
: I
under development is to be reusable, as well as provide capability for ;
return and reuse of payloads. However, due to budget and other constraints,
'the ascent propellant tankage and boosters are to be expendable or partially ..
159
reusable. The recurrinp costs for these elements are therefore relatively
high. A logical pros pect for further reductions in recurring costs is to
achieve a greater degree of reusability in the propeilarit tankage and/or
boosters.
Preliminary studies of liquid rocket, reusable booster stages have
been conducted as examples of such possibilities. Boosters configured for
down-range.^ballistic recovery are being studied, as well as configurations
employing wings for return to the launch site.
If needed for future missions, increases in payload delivery capability
can be incorporated in conjunction with modifications to achieve greater
reusability/lower costs. Configurations sized for approximately 1QOK
pounds payload to orbit are being examined. In the event that future
i ' •
missions require much larger or heavier payloads in orbit, the Shuttle
could be adapted by substituting a "one-way" payload for the Orbiter
reentry vehicle. These "Shuttle derivative heavy-lift" vehicles would
provide 150-200K pound payload delivery capability.
The flexibility and growth potential inherent in the Shuttle will allow
effective support for activities in space in preparation for space
industrialization and space power. Possibilities for future Shuttle
modification to achieve reduced costs and/or increased payload capability
are to continue during the next year, to develop better understanding of
configuration/operation options, development requirements, and economics.
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TECHNOLOGY PLANKING FOR FUTURE EARTH ORBITAL
TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS
John P. Decker, B. 2. Henry, and Charles H. Eldred
NASA-Langley Research Center
:
- . . ABSTRACT
The NASA is conducting contimL'.ng studies of future space transporta-
tion concepts to provide direction for long term improvements in the
capability and efficiency of transporting payloads for both Earth-to-
orbit launch and orbital transfer. Such improvements will greatly enhance
the possibility of full utilisation of epace-in the future. Consideration
of the space shuttle-based transportation system and the possible time
phasing of future systems leads to the conclusion that now is the right
time to be building the technology base to meet these future needs. A
broad spectrum of potentially attractive concepts is being examined in
sufficient detail to determine relative merits of concepts and to deter-
mine their associated technological drivers. Coals for these future
concepts include significant reductions in recurring costs, flexible
operational modes, and operational simplicity. Current studies are
directed.toward the identification of technologies which make the most
cost effective contribution to these goals and then to the establishment
of programs to provide the indicated technology base.
Studies to date have substantiated that, if pushed aggressively,
structural weight.,reductions of 255$ and effective propulsion system
179
u
n
performance improvements of 5-6/£ relative to current space shuttle tech-
nology are achievable in the mid-1990 *ime frame. With these improvements,
a single-stage-to-orbit vehicle, using liquid oxygen/liquid hydrogen
(LOX/LH) rocket engines would be attractive and feasible, and offer
significant improvements in such areas as operational flexibility, fuir
vehicle reuse, and reduced operating costs. Design features such as dual
node propulsion systems, modified operational approaches such as assisted
horizontal takeoff, and application of control configured design prin-
ciples offer additional significant improvements beyond.the LOX/LH
system discussed above. •
This paper summarizes results from Langley Research Center studies
of single-stage-to-orbit concepts including the evaluation of operational
modes, thermal structural options, propulsion system optimization, cost
analyses, and a current assessment of technology areas which support
these vehicle systems* • . . . . - , ' . . - . . . .
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